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EATER TO PRESENT ‘MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING’

Campus protectors rather be safe than sorry
GVPD prepared for many emergency situations, advises students and faculty to maintain a plan of action
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS®
LANTHORN.COM

• According to a study by
the Advanced Law Enforce
ment Rapid Response Train
ing program, there were 84
Active Shooter Events (ASEs)
in the U.S. between 2000 and
2010. The number of ASEs
each year has rapidly in

creased from only one in the
year 2000 to 21 a decade later.
In all of Grand Valley
State University’s 53 years,
there has never been an ac
tive shooter situation. Yet,
with the number of ASEs
increasing, it is important
for students, faculty and
staff members to know what
to do in case a situation oc

curs, said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan of the Grand Val
ley Police Department.
GVPD works to make
sure that its staff is prepared
in the event of an active
shooter on campus. Twice
a year, DeHaan’s team runs
simulation drills on cam
pus in both residential and
classroom buildings.

“We do this so our staff is
comfortable with the nuances
of a situation,” DeHaan said.
He added that it is neces
sary for the drills to be per
formed on campus so that
the staff is familiar with all of
the different buildings.
“We also invite Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Depart
ment to practice,” DeHaan

said. “They are the closest
to respond if an event were
to occur on campus.”
Along with training for
GVPD staff and OCSD, De
Haan said he and his team have
worked hard to make sure all
students and staff members at
GVSU are also prepared.
The GVPD website features
numerous emergency plans for

various situations, including an
active shooter. The website in
cludes information prepared by
DeHaan and his staff, as well as
information from the Depart
ment of Homeland Security
and the Department of Justice.
GVPD will also host ac
tive shooter emergency plan
SEE GVPD ON A5

MAKING ENDS MEET
Pell Grant costs rise causing recipients to be cut

BY RYAN JARVI
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

s the U.S. Government attempts
to pay off its $16.7 trillion defi
cit, discussions have turned to
revising the Federal Pell Grant
Program, which is aimed at helping
,the nation’s neediest individuals pay
for college.
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*

“It’s always good to evaluate and
to make sure the Pell Grant is being
targeted toward the population it is
intended for,” said Michelle Rhodes,
director of Financial Aid at Grand
Valley State University.
Spending on the Pell program has
increased by 158 percent from 20062007 to 2010-2011, according to a re
port released by the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO).
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in * 10-* 11, the federal government
approved the Pell Grant in the summer
semester, resulting in a greater number

lion in Pell assistance. These
figures jumped drastically by
2012-2013, with 7,744 stu
dents receiving $29.4 million
disbursed by GVSU’s Financial
Aid office in Pell assistance last
year. That’s a 78 percent increase
in eligible recipients in just five
years.
“The economy, lack of jobs
(and) higher insurance costs
have all contributed to more stu
dents being eligible for the Pell
Grant,” Rhodes said.

Another reason the CBO noted for
the rising cost of the program is that
the average grant award has gone up.
The maximum grant amount a stu
dent could receive in 2006-2007 was
$4,050. Currently, for the 2013-2014
year, the maximum amount is $5,645.
“Under current law, a student may re
ceive a Pell Grant if his or her EFC (Ex
pected Family Contribution) is 90 percent
or less of the maximum grant amount,” the
CBO report stated. “As the maximum is in
creased and the EFC ceiling rises, students
with higher EFCs (and thus less need) be
come eligible for grants.”
Between July 1, 2011 and June 30,
2012, the program provided $33.6
billion in grants to around 9.4 million
students nationwide.
According to the CBO report, the
cost of the program depends on two
things: the number of recipients in a
given year, which depends on eligibility
rules; and the grant amounts, which re
flect the maximum grant established by
law and the program’s aid formula.
To determine who is an eligible recipi
ent of the Pell Grant, GVSU relies on in
formation it receives from the Free Appli
cation for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
“The FAFSA information is sent
to GVSU and based on information
from the FAFSA, we determine if the
student is eligible for the Pell grant
and other federal and institutional fi
nancial aid,” Rhodes said.
GVSU adds tuition, additional
fees, room and board, cost of books
and travel expenses to determine the
total cost of attendance. Then, any
grants, scholarships, other loans and
any work-study that the student is re
ceiving are summed up and subtract
ed from the total cost of attendance.
“The remaining figure is the ‘need’ of
that individual student,” Rhodes said.
The CBO made several recommen
dations to reduce the Pell program’s
cost, such as: tightening criteria to
be met by those eligible, or reducing
SEE GRANT ON A5

Getting back on track
Academic probation offers students a chance to refocus
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

students an additional semester to
bring their GPA up to good stand
. With the many extracurricular ing, while being on jeopardy of dis
and social activities college has to offer, missal grants students just one se
prioritizing coursework can be a chal mester to improve their GPA. The
lenge. To encourage students to put aca fastest way for students to get back
demics first, Grand Valley State Univer into good academic standing is to
repeat a class they pre
sity employs a minimum
viously did poorly in, as
GPA requirement as well
the most recent grade
as academic probation
is used and the former
and jeopardy of dismissal
for those who do not meet (Requirements) grade suppressed when
GPA is calculated.
the minimum standard.
can often be
The GPA for proba
“I would think more
tion is between 1.5 and
often students go on aca a surprise for
1.99 for freshmen and
demic probation early in
freshmen.
between 1.8 and 1.99
their time at Grand Valley
for sophomores, with
because sometimes it’s hard JACKIE RAUTIO
to make that transition to SASC ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR any GPA lower than
that putting students in
college,” said Jackie Rautio,
jeopardy for dismissal.
associate director for the
For juniors and seniors, there is no
Student Academic Success Center.
A student’s academic standing is academic probation, but instead they
based on both cumulative GPA and will be in jeopardy for dismissal with
the number of credit hours earned. a GPA lower than 1.99, according to
Being on academic probation gives the SASC website.
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

• • ••

“It’s important for students to under
stand that there is a GPA requirement
that they have to maintain,” Rautio said.
“It can often be a surprise for freshmen.”
The number of graduate and under
graduate students on academic probation
has remained consistent over the past few
years, with a constant 4.4 percent from
the fall 2011 to fall 2012 semester. From
the winter 2012 to the winter 2013 se
mester, the percentage slightly increased
from 3.2 to 3.4 percent. The number of
students on either academic probation or
jeopardy of dismissal tends to be much
higher from the fall to winter semesters,
with last year’s numbers being 1,092 in
fall 2012 and dropping to 795 students in
winter 2013.
Rachael Dykstra, research ana
lyst in GVSU’s Office of Institutional
Analysis, said that undergraduates
make up the majority of the students
on academic probation or in jeop
ardy of dismissal.
SEE

PROBATION

ON A2

Police

Investigation: The body of a Grand Rapids Community
College man was found on Grand Valley State University's
Pew Campus early Monday morning.

Policp identify
body on Pew
GRCC student dies in GVparking
ramp after Googling heart attacks
BY RYAN JARVI

a routine parking lot check.
One of security officers’
he body of a man was duties is to make parking lot
found on Grand Val checks, but they aren’t re
ley State University’s quired to check lots at certain
Pew Campus early times or frequencies through
out the night, said Russell
Monday morning.
Phu Quoc Thieu Tran, 38, Wolff, director of the Pew
died of natural causes some Campus Security and Region
time during the night, said Lt. al Centers.
“When you do this kind
Patrick Merrill, of the Grand
Rapids Police Department. of work you can’t do that, be
Merrill said Tran died from cause you have to take other
arteriosclerotic cardiovascular calls and do other things,”
disease (ASCVD), a disease Wolff said. “The entire cam
pus is that one
that is caused
officer’s respon
by deposit
sibility on night
buildups in
shifts,” including
the arteries
the Cook-DeVos
and can lead
Center for Health
to a heart at The entire
Sciences build
tack.
ing, which is
Grand campus is that
about a mile and
Rapids Police one officer's
a half away from
arrived on
the Pew Campus
the scene at responsibility
Security office
8:30 a.m. and on night shifts.
in the Eberhard
found Tran
RUSSELL WOLFF
Center.
reclined in PEW SECURITY DIRECTOR
Tran was a
the front seat
student at Grand
of a white
Toyota that was parked in the Rapids Community College
faculty and staff parking lot and was believed to have
between the DeVos building been using GVSU’s computer
labs to search for heart attack
and the parking structure.
Overnight parking is not symptoms on Sunday night.
permitted in the lots, but Tran’s GVSU had closed down the
car remained unchecked until parking lot until Tran’s body
just after 8 a.m. when a GVSU was removed from campus
Pew Campus security officer around 10 a.m. Monday.
noticed the body while doing
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
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term goals are in terms of
their education, to deter
CONTINUED FROM A1
mine if the major they’re
Students placed on ei in is the appropriate major
ther academic probation or if they should investi
or jeopardy of dismissal gate other options, and to
are required to meet with evaluate their course load
an
adviser
with the other
and are not al
things going
lowed to regis
on in their
ter for classes
lives.
until they have
Students also
done so. Only (Students)
need to know
after meeting
what resources
with an advis should know
are on campus
er to discuss that they're
to help them
more effective
succeed in their
not alone.
approaches
academics,
to class and
Rautio
said,
to determine JACKIE RAUTIO
adding
that
a plan to get ACADEMIC ADVISER
many students
back on track
are just afraid
is the registra
to ask for help
tion restriction lifted.
when they really need it.
“They should know that
“Once a student is placed
on academic probation they’re not alone,” she said.
or jeopardy of dismissal, “There are many students
they meet with an adviser in the same situation, so
to help them find the best it’s important that they
way to get
reach
out
back to good
and ask for
standing,”
help. Many
Rautio said.
students
“They
will
are
afraid
look at their Many students
to ask for
help or are
work balance are afraid to ask
and other is
uncomfort
able to ask
sues that are for help or are
for resourc
in the way of uncomfortable...
es available
them
being
to
them,
successful be JACKIE RAUTIO
but it’s nor
cause some ACADEMIC ADVISER
mal to need
thing they’re
help
with
doing isn’t working.”
Rautio added that it’s difficult coursework.”
For more information,
important for students to
identify what their long- see www.gvsu.edu/sasc.
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BRIEFS
Grand Rapids hosts first evar “GrandCon"

Grand Rapids' first comic book and board game convention
was held at the Prince Confor^ce Center at Calvin College this
past week. Around 600 gamers pre-registered for the event, but
tickets were still available when doors opened Friday morn
ing. The event featured tabletop gaming, comic book vendors,
seminars about how to play certain board games and speeches
by comic book-related guests. Special guests included famous
video game, board game and comic book authors, artists and
publishers. For more information on GrandCon, visit grandcon.com
GVSU voted Best College Buy for 18th year

Institutional Research and Evaluation, Inc. in Georgia has once
again named Grand Valley State University as one of Ameri
ca's 100 Best College Buys. The corporation releases a list of
American colleges and universities that give students the high
est quality education for the lowest cost every year. No other
Michigan public institution made the list this year. GVSU has
also made the list more times than any other institution in the
state. Writers of the report say that GVSU made the cut because
of its high performance and low cost.
Campus Recreation to host health issues film series

Grand Valley State University's Campus Recreation office, in a
partnership with several other campus offices, is hosting a se
mester-long series featuring films that address different health
issues.Tomorrow evening will kick off the series with the show
ing of a segment of the documentary "The Weight of the Na
tion" followed by a small group discussion.The events will all
be held from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in 2270 Kirkhof Center. The
event is open to all students and has been approved for LIB 100
and 201 classes. Although not necessary, registration is encour
aged for each meeting. For a full list of films and dates, and to
register, visit http://www.gvsu.edu/rec/registration-index.htm.
Competitive language scholarship workshop to be held
tomorrow

A larger, more divers

LAKER FAMILY.
GV enrolls record high freshmen claM,
BY AARON CRIDER
ACRIDER @ LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
University has en
rolled an all-time
high number of
freshmen for the 2013-2014
academic year.
Of the 24,477 students
on campus this year 4,078 of
them are first-time college
students, an increase of near
ly 6 percent from last year, ac
cording to data from GVSU’s
Institutional Analysis.
The hike in freshmen
enrollment is due in large
part to GVSU’s Strategic Po
sitioning plan, a five-year
system with unique and
individualized goals to im
prove enrollment and edu
cation from 2010 through
2015. One of the goals
GVSU planned for 2013 was
to enroll 3,500 to 3,700 new
students through each fall
semester leading up to 2015,
which it was able to meet
and exceed this year.
In a recent survey, 53 per
cent of the freshmen body
rated GVSU’s academic lev
el as high for the bi-annual
National Survey of Student
Engagement.
Not only has there been
an influx of freshmen but

G

Students interested in studying foreign languages crucial to
U.S. national security are eligible for big scholarships, but com
petition is tough. To help students learn more about the Boren
Scholarships and the application process, the Fredrick Meijer
Office of Fellowships will host a seminar tomorrow from noon
to 12:50 p.m. in 216 Mary Idema Pew Library. The Boren Schol
arships are highly competitive, but can provide undergraduates
studying languages from Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Eurasia,
Latin America and the Middle East up to $20,000 for study
abroad.Though not required, applicants should have an interest
in serving the U.S. Government. Students who are interested in
the scholarship but cannot attend the event should contact the
Fredrick Meijer Office of Fellowships at 616-331-2699 for more
information. For information about the Boren Scholarships, vis
it http://www.borenawards.org/boren_scholarship/basics.html.
GVSU license piste to feature Pure Michigan logo

License plates with the GV Idgo are not uhcomrVion, with more
than 3,570 Smhiddk,|cl/rriiHtiV sporting the specially-deigned '
plate. Now, Grand Valley State University supporters can also
support the Pure Michigan campaign with newly-designed li
cense plates featuring the popular GV logo as well as the Pure
Michigan logo on the front. The plates cost $35 to own and $25
will go straight into the GVSU Alumni Heritage Scholarship
fund. Already purchased GVSU plates can be renewed with
the Pure Michigan logo for an extra $10 with all of that money
going into the scholarship fund as well. For over 12 years, the
Michigan Secretary of State's office has been offering the GV
license plates, as well as 15 other public universities and nu
merous different nonprofit organizations and causes.
More information about where to purchase a new license plate
can be found at http://www.michigan.gov/sos.

Multi-instrumentalist Michael Drost knows that experience is the best teacher.
Drost, who does frequent performances, makes sure to give his students gigs before others.

Jazz hands:

Musician brings talent to class
BY AUDRA GAMBLE
AGAMBLE@LANTHORN.COM

Some professors know
from a young age they want
to teach. Others, however,

fall into the position and
find they bring something
unique to the classroom.
The latter is the case with
Grand Valley State Univer

sity’s own Michael Drost,
jazz professor and guitarist.
After commuting on
weekends for six years to
play with his band, Drost

minorities are increasing
as well, accounting for 15.2
percent of the total student
population this year,
from 14.6 percent in 2012?;
More students are als6
enrolling full-time, incr^
ing the number of cre<
hours taken in total acr2
campus. This falls in
with the university’s plai
maintaining a stable enri
ment and keeping all spej
ing within budget.
ill
Students are also finish
ing their programs on m
with many completing their
degree in four years. Thicis
at least partly attributable/**
the Grand Finish Prografti,
an award given to enter
ing seniors on track to fi|$
ish their degree. The awfitl
grants up to $1,000 toward
tuition. Last year, nearly
2,500 students received tjjje
Grand Finish Grant.
GVSU is in the top 1QQ
ranking of largest univ^s*
sities in the U.S. in teriyks
of enrollment. Recently,
GVSU was ranked as orjj?
of the top 30 best regionjjl
colleges in the country ar^l
was named one of the na
tions best schools fo,pr
years in a row by U.S. NeiyV
8r World Report.
YR
had performed thousands
of gigs. Then a few ye<
ago, Drost played a gig w!
a GVSU saxophone profe£"
sor. The professor men
tioned an open position in
the music department and,,
within a few weeks, Drost
was on campus and hired*
Though Drost stayed
away from academia fyr
most of his professional ca
reer, he fit right in.
“I’ve always been a
teacher; I home-school my
kids,” Drost said. “I feel
its sort of the obligation
of a musician to pass their
knowledge on.”
And pass that knowledge
he does. Drost brings to the
table what some are unabje
to—real life experience.
“I’ve played thousands
of gigs, and experience is
the biggest thing,” Drost
said. “I try to offer that To
my students. I offer them
to play gigs with me yr
hook them up with various
musicians downtown.” ^
Drost frequently invitf*
SEE JAZZ On'AI

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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taV community keeps calm and Homers on
glassies department brings back Homer marathon with 24-hour Iliad reading

K*«plng a tradition: Students and faculty will read and perform scenes from'The Iliad'at the 24-hour
-HOMERathon from Oct. 2 to Oct. 3.
«Y STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
Gwen Gruber, visiting as “It’s an experience of trying
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM
sistant professor of classics, is to recreate what it would’ve
rand Valley State one of the main organizers in been like to listen.”
University and the volved in planning the event.
HOMERathon is open to
department of clas She said it should be an “epic all students, not just those
sics will host the fourth an performance” of the oldest in the classics department.
nual HOMERathon event, text of Western literature.
The event is held to “show
during which students read
“It’s an attempt to read case what classics is about,”
Homer’s epic “The Iliad” one of the epic poems in 24 Gruber said, but it is also
tflfrud in a 24-hour period hours, out loud, because they a celebration of the new
frbm Oct. 2 to Oct. 3 on the were intended to be per library and the College of
Allendale Campus.
formed orally,” Gruber said. Liberal Arts and Sciences’

10th anniversary at GVSU.
Gruber called the event a
“university-wide effort” and
said that while it is driven by
the classics department and its
students, many others support
it Gruber said GVSU Provost
Gayle Davis has helped finan
cially support the event, Presi
dent Thomas Haas is expected
to make an appearance, and Lee
Van Orsdel, dean of University
Libraries, will welcome attend
ees at 1 p.m. in the library to
kick off the marathon.
The readings will continue
until 6:30 p.m., when the event
will move to the Cook-DeWitt
Center Auditorium for the key
note address by Paul Woodruff,
a philosophy professor at the
University of Texas at Austin.
Woodruff’s speech will focus on
Ajax, a character in “The Iliad.”
“The Iliad” is almost 3,000
years old, but Gruber said it is
important because Homer’s
epics helped shape ancient
Greek and Roman society,
which have had lasting im
pacts on modern society.
“It is the lens through
which we can see the rel
evance of the epics today
by looking at Ajax’s expe

riences,” she said. “We can
think about the concepts of
justice and fairness in our
society today."
Brandon HodelL a sopho
more and classics major at
GVSU, is the treasurer for the
GVSU Classics Society. Al
though he has not attended in
previous years, Hodell said he
plans to go this year because he
wants the experience of hearing
“The Iliad” performed orally.
“This is how the ancient
Greeks would have experienced
the Iliad, so it’s kind of cool to
step into their shoes even for
just a little bit,” he said.
In addition to the readings,
pizza and a scavenger hunt will
be offered in the Cook-DeWitt
Center to help keep students
awake. On Thursday, the Homer
marathon will feature the Hymn
to Helios (the sun) at 7:42 a.m.
on the lawn between the Kirkhof Center and Zumberge HalL
The event will end back at the
new library with the funeral of
Hector, which classics depart
ment faculty will perform.
Kendall Parkas, president of
the GVSU Classics Society, said
the group will be participating
at the marathon throughout the

night by helping professors read
some of the book and performing
the catalog of ships in book twa •
Parkas said Homer can be
fun and relatable to everyone
because it is meant to be per
formed orally.
“To folly appreciate Homer,
you’d have to experience it being
performed,” she said. “Hornet;
is important because of what
he did for the written story. By
finally writing down these oral
traditions, he allowed them to
be enjoyed even to this day. W^
are recreating an oral traditiorl
that started 3,000 years ago”
Classics students who are
interested in reading parts of
the epic can go to the classics
department office in Lake
Huron Hall to sign-up.
Gruber’s students are also
using Twitter to tell the story
through the characters in the
epic. Gruber said she will tweet
live updates from the event’s
official Twitter account, @
HomerathonGVSU, with the
hashtag #GVHomerathon.
For more information
about the Homer marathon
event, visit www.gvsu.edu/
classics/homerathon-iv-71.
htm.

tong days and longer nights

College students sacrifice free time, luxuries for extra cash

BY CARLY SIMPSON
CSlMPSON@LANTHORN.COM

t 3:30 a.m. on a Saturday, some students
are just making it in after a big night out
Grand Valley State University junior Nick
Demaagd is just waking up to go work his
and a half hour shift at the Target in Grandville.
“/ “I have to pay for tuition and housing,” Demaagd said. “I make a little more than minimum
wage and I’m still going to have to work about 30
^ours a week just to pay rent.”
Demaagd isn’t the only one working to
make his way through college. Olivia Jenison,
a'junior at GVSU, works 13 hours a week as a
dispatcher and office staff at the Grand Valley
^Police Department.
I “You can’t survive on minimum wage,” Jeni
son said. “You just can’t. It is impossible. If you’re
working 12 or 13 hours a week and think you can
survive on $7.40, you’re brainwashed. You’re go
ing to need help somewhere, whether it’s from
oj^e’s parents or working another job.”
Alexandria Cook, an assistant with GVSU
Student Employment, said that many students
have to balance school and work to cover costs.
“ “On Grand Valley’s campus alone there are
j3,500 student workers,” Cook said “Then there
are those who work off campus, too. I probably
work with 20 to 30 students every day who are

A

looking for jobs. It can be hard to balance work
and school, but many students have to in order to
pay bills.”
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 15 to
19.9 percent of college undergraduates in Michi
gan worked full time year-round in 2011.
nine
“I actually like to work,” Jenison said “I don’t
like having to rely on my parents for everything.
They do help me, but there is a degree to which I
want to be self-sufficient. It’s rewarding and in the
future it’s a good reference. It’d be hard to work
more than 15 hours a week, though.”
Jenison has several tactics for saving money.
She uses two bank accounts, each at a different
bank: one for her savings and one for spending.
Every month she puts $100 from her paycheck
into spending and deposits the rest into sav
ings to cover rent and utilities and to pay off her
credit card.
“My boyfriend always asks why 1 don’t put
them into two separate accounts, but at one bank,”
Jenison said “It’s because it’s too easy to transfer
money and to access. I need to know my savings
is hard that it’s there.”
Second Jenison only drives her car when it’s
absolutely necessary.
“I utilize the bus,” Jenison said “I have to go
downtown every day for class. I couldn’t afford to
drive. I already use about a tank of gas every week.

Olivia Jenison takes a call at the front desk of the Grand Valley Police Department. Jenison is
one of many students struggling to balance work and school.
that are absolutely necessary like rent Or gas. Very
Every time I fill my tank it’s $40 to $50, which
is half of my spending money right there if you
rarely do I go out”
Other students are turning to their iPhones for
think about it”
help. Kane Marciniak, a shift manager at Mennas
Jenison also sets a weekly budget and
Joint, uses Mint, an app that allows him to keep
only allows herself to spend $20 on extra
track of his finances.
Items like coffee
“I’ve been trying this: I use my debit card to pay ,_>u “I use it, to set a bpdgej:^ gas and food and
for groceries and then I give myself a set amount
it sends me an email when I get near my limit,”
Marciniak said “It shows my balances and all my
of cash to spend on extras,” Jenison said “You
transactions. I use it constantly.”
have to be conscious about what you’re spending.
Today, many undergraduates are forced to
With a credit card it’s like money doesn’t have
juggle family, school and work. Having a job isn’t
any value. With cash it obviously runs out so you
an option; it’s a necessity.
aren’t tossing money everywhere.”
“To support the lifestyle I want to live, I need a
Demaagd has a different tactic.
job,” Marciniak said “You just have to tell yourself
“I just don’t spend moneyT he said “I save it all.
to sacrifice a little to do what you want.”
I have to make sure I have enough to cover things
Still working:

GV-community college reverse transfer agreements a 'win-win'
BY ELUE PHILLIPS
E PHILLIPS @ LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University has signed reverse trans
fer agreements with 22 community colleges in the
state, and 15 of those agreements have been signed
£e March of this year.
transfer agreements are the opposite of a regular transfer
; when students take credits earned at a two-year community
and use them toward their four-year degree at a university. The
: transfer process involves transferring credits earned at the fouri institution back to the community college, where the credits are apI to the unfulfilled requirements for an associates degree.
jAs of the last report, 1,041 GVSU students have been contacted”
! Lynn McNamara Blue, vice provost and dean of Academic Serand Information Technology. “They have met the minimum
tirements noted by their previous school. That is just the first
They need to apply, be audited for the right courses, and then
■ previous school might award the degree.”
reverse transfer agreement not only allows students to have
j to show for their time and effort in higher education dur£the time they are completing their bachelor’s or higher degree,
at also enables the community colleges to track the students. This

in turn raises the completion rate for the colleges, which is one of the
ways the institutions’ performance is measured—and higher perfor
mance means increased government funding.
For GVSU, the benefit of the reverse transfer agreements is found
in the university’s commitment to students: what is good for them is
good for the university.
“These agreements align very well with our mission since they
promote education and achievement for our students,” said Sherril Soman, interim registrar at the GVSU Registrar’s Office. "It is
important that students acquire the appropriate credentials for the
work they have done. In the same way that we award a degree when
a student has completed the related requirements, it is important
that students receive acknowledgment of the academic distinctions
they’ve earned.”
The increased number of reverse transfer agreements is due to a
grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Helios Edu
cation Foundation, the Kresge Foundation, the Lumina Foundation
and USA Funds.
These groups joined together to create the “Credit When It’s
Due: Recognizing the Value of the Quality Associate Degree”
initiative. According to the grant, 79 percent of Michigan’s com
munity college transfers leave to public universities without first
earning an associate’s degree.

The grant and initiative will be administered by the Michigan
Center for Student Success, which itselfoperates under the Michigan
Community College Association (MCCA). The MCCA serves as a
hub for connecting leadership, administrators, faculty and staff to in
crease student success in the state by emphasizing the links between
practice, research and policy.
Michigan’s portion of the $6.4 million grant, which totals
$500,000, is being managed by the MCCA, which will partner with
the Presidents Council State Universities of Michigan to coordinate
local and state-level activities, best practices for reverse-transfers,
marketing and communication materials for student outreach and
to develop state-level data reporting on reverse-transfers.
“Over the course of the two-year award period, agreements have
to be signed by all 28 community colleges and 15 senior institutions
(in Michigan) with the outcome to be to have awarded 2,400 addi
tional associate’s of arts and associate’s of science degrees,” Blue said.
By the end of the two-year period, the ultimate goal of the
grant is to support networks of reverse transfer agreements in
13 states: Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Mary
land, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, North Caro
lina, Ohio and Oregon.
For more information on reverse transfer agreements at GVSU,
visit www.gvsu.edu/registrar/reverse-transfer-b-41iitm.
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Why you should skip your Friday classes to watch Breaking Bad
crashing to an end when its
series finale airs this Sun
day (AMC, 9 p.m.).
You should be there when
it does. It’ll create more
buzz than the cut-to-black
finale of the Sopranos. It’ll
be more heartbreaking than
the end of Friends. And in
BY KEVIN JOFFRE
the future - when TV has
KJOFFRE ® LANTHORN COM
fully replaced mainstream
reaking Bad is the
Hollywood movies as the
best show on televi dominant form of artistic
sion. And I mean that cinematic expression - you’ll
in the most unqualified,
want to tell your grandkids
100% sincere, no-doubts- that you saw the show that
in-my-mind way. Its the ushered the era in.
winner of 10 Emmys (in
Breaking Bad focuses on
cluding both Outstanding Walter White, a 50-yearDrama Series and Best Sup old high school chemistry
porting Actress in a Drama teacher who is diagnosed
for 2013) and will come with cancer and decides to

B

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
Do you think students can live reasonably on
minimum wage?

make meth as a way to cov
er his medical bills and pro
vide for his family. At least,
that’s how the show starts
out. Each season chronicles
his slow ascent to power
as a drug kingpin and the
destructive moral conse
quences that accompany
this transformation.
Perhaps one reason that
Breaking Bad has risen to
such preeminence is its be
lievable depictions of real
people. By juxtaposing the
dramatic aspects of the show
(burying bodies, manufac
turing drugs, and dodging
certain death) with everyday
activities (sitting on the toi
let, arguing with family and
friends), Breaking Bad allows

as the primary source of
conflict. People are not - as
we are constantly reminded
- merely products of their
environment. People are
vessels of vices and vir
tue in tumultuous conflict;
they are beings of immense
power. And it’s not poverty
or injustice or inequality
that drives the conflict of
the show. It’s greed. And
ego. And fear. And each of
these is tied up in the pretty
packages of rationalization
and self-deception. Com
pared to this psychological
complexity, even the moral
ly ambiguous characters of
Game of Thrones look like
cardboard cutouts.
We’ve been living in the

VALLEY VOTE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

Is GVSU honest enough with

Do you think students can live
reasonably on minimum wage?

students about their potential
success in their fields?

YES - 56%

“No, especially with the price of
gas/groceries and all other living
expenses."

us to really understand what
highly life-or-death situations
feel like. It demands that we
ask ourselves, “What would
I do in this situation?” And it
frightens us by showing that
our own responses may not
be so different from Walter’s.
In this way, it’s a world
apart from the ham-handed,
vice-ridden dramas on ABC
or the CW. It even manages
to make The Walking Dead
look dull; on a dark night, I
would rather face the Gov
ernor and a horde of zom
bies than Gustavo Fring.
But perhaps the qual
ity that most sets Breaking
Bad apart from other shows
of its kind is that it depicts
innate human dispositions

NO - 44%

era of the anti-hero, where
even Superman kills. The
“good guys wear white”
mentality of the 1950s
seems quaint and naive and
very far away. But Breaking
Bad, in its depiction of Wal
ter White’s terrible descent
into cruelty, upends the
tradition of the anti-hero.
It shows that anti-heroes
are neither cool nor desir
able - they are merely sad.
And as we watch the Final
episode this coming Sun
day, one truth will remain
perfectly clear; Breaking
Bad has already concluded
the contemporary anti-hero
craze; everyone else is still
catching up.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Read the blog
“Ride the Rapid”
by Taylor Mabelitini

LOG ON & VOTE

LANTHORN.COM

EDITORIAL

NO MONEY, MO' PROBLEMS
TAWWNEY SAYRE

Sophomore
Advertising/Public Relations
Northville, Mich.

"Depends, if your college is being
paid for you by your parents then
yes. But when rent and utilities,
school and social expenses are all
in your budget, then not a chance."

BRIAN MAK0WSKI

Junior
Biology
Northville, Mich.

"If you don't count the money
paying for rent, yes. If students
learned how to manage their
money and only buy what they
need, making minimum wage can
work."
BRENT BURNS

Sophomore
Accounting
Grand Blanc, Mich.

Grand Valley State University offers many unique opportunities to help students
alleviate their financial troubles, and for that, the Lanthorn is grateful.
he economic recession has
directly and indirectly left col
lege students in a predicament.
Not only are their tuition bills and cost
of living rising each year and drain
ing their bank accounts at exponential
rates, but they’re also facing higher
competition for jobs, which prevents
them from refilling said accounts.
Even when they’ve secured a job, that
doesn’t guarantee them enough hours
to pay off their various debts and bills.
They need to make sacrifices.
And then those lucky enough to
bring in a little extra money every
month and diminish their debt are
forced to sacrifice another necessity:
time. The time required to make money
also takes students away from other
priorities - including studying, exer
cising and taking to time relax - and
forces them to refocus their energy on
tedious jobs. So the economic troubles
have created a domino effect that dis
rupts multiple facets of student life.
We at the Lanthom have come to

T

find that it’s all about opportunity cost.
What does a student have to sacrifice
to make another investment, such as
education or food? Not much at Grand
Valley State University.
The university has actually been very
helpful in reducing financial stress.
For example, it has consistently
offered competitive tuition rates, with
its annual fees ranked sixth lowest out
of Michigan’s 15 state schools. It has
also continually increased the amount
of financial aid available each year; fall
2011 saw almost a 20 percent increase
from the fall 2012.
The university has found ways to
help students cut costs not only in the
obvious academic fees, though.
While University of Michigan stu
dents max out their printing capabili
ties two weeks into the semester and
are forced to pay for personal printing,
their peers at GVSU are enjoying a
stress-free, unlimited printing experi
ence. While some choose to have their
own printing packages, most appreci

ate the extra $20 in their pockets that
would’ve otherwise been spent on pa
per, ink and technology maintenance.
Similarly, while students at the
Big Ten schools are depleting their
savings on one season of football
tickets, their peers at GVSU are
waltzing into Lubbers Stadium
before heading over to the many
other athletic complexes to cheer on
the Lakers in various competitions without ever opening their wallets.
The couple hundred dollars saved by
not having to purchase sport tickets
allows for students to splurge on a
hot dog or pretzel every once in a
while, too.
It’s the little things that students
don’t have to sacrifice to get an educa
tion that the Lanthom staff wants to
express gratitude for. Sure, we all have
less time on our hands as we take on
full work schedules on top of 16 cred
its and recreational activities, but the
financial stress is minimized at GVSU,
and we surely appreciate that.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I MARELGUIJ BRIONES
"Not if they don't receive help
from another place. The cost of
living is high, which would make it
difficult to live on."

SIERRA ELLIOTT

Junior
Psychology
Saline, Mich.

"Yes, I do think students can live
reasonably on minimum wage.
They simply need to work more
hours."

MBRIONES@LANTHORN.COM

DAVID TERHAAR

Freshman
Accounting
Zeeland, Mich.

Consuming popcorn, consuming movies

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorw opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space permits,
and are reserved for letters to the
editor only. *11 other reader-generated
content can be submitted to the Grand

Valley Lanthoms YourSpace page by
emailing community@4anthom.com.
Letters to the editor should include
the author’s foil name and relevant
title along with a valid email and
phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside of
technical errors for clarity
To make a submission, email
at edrtorial@Hanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:
0051KIRKHOF CENTER
GRANO VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We'il listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

BY JOE HOGAN
JHOGAN @ LANTHORN.COM

In conversation, we hear two
terms used to describe people
who love movies; “movie buffs”
and “cin^philes.” And if you
talk to one, they’ll likely tell you
that the other is very different.
So let’s compare.
Most obviously, both watch
movies and commonly have
an encyclopedic knowledge of
their content. Both are usually
pale due to the amount of time
they spend in dark rooms. Both
are quite passionate and some
what pedantic, and will ac
cost you outside theaters or in
classrooms to discuss a certain
movie, or director, or genre.
However, there are also
clear differences.
Gener
ally, movie buffs use the word
“movies;” cin^philes use the
word “cinema” or “film.” Movie

buffs can quote each line from
Scarface; cin^philes argue over
whether Jean-Luc Godard
or Francois Truffaut was the
greatest French New Wave di
rector. Movie buffs spend their
time in movieplexes; cin£philes
consider movieplexes the de
plorable product of capitalism.
Perhaps most importantly,
movie buffs don’t talk much
about “art film;” cin^philes be
moan the fact that no one sees
“art film” or knows it exists.
Of course, I’m generalizing.
In fact, even as I read over the
dichotomies, I can’t think of
any person in particular who
fits either mold Neverthe
less, the general split between
“movie buff” and “cin^phile” is
meaningful: it reflects two dif
ferent approaches to thinking
about film.
Perhaps the biggest differ
ence of opinion between the
two camps concerns whether
Hollywood, in our lifetimes,
has been able to produce films
of any artistic merit. We can
guess the two responses easily.
The cin^philes say, for the most
part that art film is superior to
Hollywood movies, which only
pander to the masses. Holly

wood movies dull our wit, our
sensibilities, and blind us to the
narcotizing effects of mindless
entertainment.
The movie buff counters:
Hollywood is an industry that
makes movies for entertain
ment. We go to the movies
to relax, to escape. Hollywood
doesn’t make “art” like Picasso,
but that’s not what movies are
for to begin with. Some mov
ies are just plain entertaining
and that’s a good thing. But
others—the best ones—are en
tertaining and profound. They
change the way you see the
world.
I sympathize with this per
spective. After all, the reason I
am a film major is because, as
a child, I spent countless sum
mer days in the cheap theater
down the street. Starry-eyed,
I relished the dimming lights,
the dancing image, the solitude
of sitting, firmly nestled, in the
middle row ofan empty theater.
In some way, the cin^phile’s ar
gument that movies should al
ways be tough, that entertain
ment ought to take a back seat
to “real art,” undermines the
innocence of my youth.
Pondering this, I look

through notes I’ve taken on
the movies. I find an entry
on Inception, which I saw in
its second or third week. The
note makes me remember the
hysteria that surrounded the
film’s release. All my movie
buff friends praised Christo
pher Nolan’s genius, the im
mense scope of the film, the
philosophical notion it arrived
at: according to them, “what is
reality?”
Here is what I scribbled:
“Perhaps there is something
philosophical to be mined out
of this film—something the
director has clearly intended
to come to the surface. If so, it
is apparently a philosophy that
can be consumed, soda-pop in
hand.”
Why would I have thought
that? Was it the many people
in the theater, all staring wideeyed at the screen, shoveling
down popcorn, slurping pop?
This isn’t exactly a pleasant
image; not only that, it calls to
mind an important question:
do we thoughtlessly consume
as much through our eyes as
through our gullets?
The dnlphiles might have
something to say about this.
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GV adviser offers tips
for successful studying
BY ALYSSA RETTELLE
ARETTELLE@LANTHORN.COM
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y this point in the
semester,
most
students have tak
en their first tests.
Some are lucky enough to
be able to take tests with
out studying, but for those
who cram before exams,
there are many different
study methods to improve
test scores.
Karel Swanson serves as
an academic adviser and
coordinator for the Struc
tured Learning Assistance
program at Grand Valley
State University’s Student
Academic Success Center.
She also works as an as
sistant for Learning Skills
Support at GVSU.
Swanson provided a few
tips for students hoping to
improve their grades on
upcoming tests:
• Before class, spend 1015 minutes skimming the
chapter that will be covered
in class, noting headings
and subheadings, bold
faced words and diagrams
to gather a general idea of
what will be covered in lec
ture.
•Go to every class and sit towars the front. While in class,
put away all electronic devices.
Pay attention by taking mean
ingful notes and asking ques
tions when confused or want
ing further clarification.

B
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CONTINUED FROM A1
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size of all grants - immediately or gradually re
ducing amounts available
for particular groups.
“For example, reduc
ing the maximum grant
to $4,860 in 2014-2015
would save an average of
about $7 billion annually
over 10 years, whereas
increasing that maximum
amount to $6,400 would
boost costs by about $5
billion annually,” the CBO
report stated. “A set of op
tions that would tighten
means-testing,
impose
more rigorous academic
requirements, and reduce
the grant amounts could
cut the program’s costs
in half, saving an average
of about $20 billion per
year, but would reduce the
number of recipients by
40 percent.”
The CBO also offered
several options the gov
ernment could consider
to provide for low-income

•Take 10 to 20 minutes ner or group can help some
reviewing lecture content as people.
Mind mapping, where
soon as possible after class.
If you surpass the 24-hour students draw the concepts
mark, you will have lost a out in a chart formation,
significant portion of what can greatly enhance mak
ing connections with a va
you recall from lecture.
For an intense study ses riety of information, Swan
sion of one hour, Swanson son said.
suggests students follow
She also recommended
this outline: During the eating healthy foods and
getting plenty
first one to five
of rest espe
minutes,
set
cially prior to
a goal for the
a test or exam,
hour to deter
mine what to
as the brain
accomplish. Study for
needs time to
For the next 45 understanding,
rejuvenate.
minutes, study
Performonly what is not simply to
ing a brief re
view of test or
determined to memorize...
be completed
exam material
just before go
in the hour.
KAREL SWANSON
ing to bed can
“Study
for SLA ADVISER
understand
help the brain
ing, not simply
process
the
to memorize for a test or content while during sleep,
she added.
Performing
exam,” Swanson said.
Then take a five-minute mild exercise within a few
break and reward your hours of a test or exam is
self by grabbing a snack or also helpful as it increases
checking your phone, she blood flow to the brain.
said. For the last five min
“If you have specific
utes, review what you’ve issues such as procras
studied.
tination, test anxiety or
There are other strate managing your time, con
gies for studying that Swan sider attending an Aca
son also promotes.
demic Success Workshop,”
“Utilize various meth Swanson said.
ods of learning until you
For the complete sched
discover what works best ule of workshops visit www.
for you,” she said, adding gvsu.edu/sasc/learningthat studying with a part- skills-services-85.htm.

students, one of which be those students are less
ing forgivable loans.
likely to complete their
Money would be given coursework, thus under
at the beginning of the cutting a chief goal of the
course term as a loan. Pell Grant program,” the
If the student drops the report stated.
Though
course, she
the Pell pro
or he must
gram
may
repay it; but
see changes
if the course
in the future,
is complet
ed, the loan It is important for students have
other
op
is forgiven
tions to pay
and the stu all students to
for school.
dent would file their FAFSA
“GVSU’s
owe
noth
on time each
financial
ing.
aid
budget
To initial year...
is currently
ly be eligible
MICHELLE RHODES
over
$33
for a Pell FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR
million dol
Grant, stu
lars and a
dents must
complete high school, ob large portion of that goes
tain a GED or complete a to needy students,” Rho
state-recognized
home des said. “It is important
for all students to file
schooling program.
However,
a
signifi their FAFSA on time each
cant number of recipients year, by March 1, to make
must also enroll in reme sure they get the maxi
dial courses, which are mum amount of grant as
designed to bring students sistance available to them
up to speed with college- by the federal government
level expectations, “and and GVSU.”
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CONTINUED FROM A2
his students to play along
side him at performances.
Every Tuesday night, he
hosts a jam session in
downtown Grand Haven
at 7:30 p.m., and there’s
always at least one of his
students performing with
him.
“I make it a point to hire
my students to play (gigs)
before anyone else,” he
said. “Your education is for
naught until you can apply
it. I want to give them the
exposure to good jazz mu
sic, and hopefully through
that they can develop into
better musicians.”
Drost’s first exposure
to good jazz music came
through listening to the fa
mous guitarist Joe Pass.

“He was a master of
guitar. He’s my favorite
jazz guitarist,” Drost said.
“I bought tickets to see
him in Kalamazoo, but a
week before the concert,
he died. I never got to see
him. I would have loved to
see him live. He left a great
legacy of great music.”
Drost hopes to inspire
his students with the same
kind of exposure to musi
cians he got, so inviting his
students to play with him
and other musicians on a
regular basis is very im
portant to him.
“I teach all the small jazz
ensembles and I teach im
provisation to any students
who might be interested in
learning, from the begin
ner to the most advanced,”
Drost said. “I try to give
everybody a little taste. It’s

open for everybody.”
Drost hopes that even
more musicians will be
come interested in the
GVSU jazz program.
“I would like to see it
grow,” he said. “If any
thing, I would love for
students who otherwise
wouldn’t have exposure
to jazz to have a little bit
through me.”
Drost might have begun
his professorial career on
a whim, but he doesn’t re
gret it.
“I enjoy it more than I
thought I would,” he said.
“The students that I found
are very eager to learn, and
that makes it so much more
enjoyable. They know that
they’re getting something a
little different from me. It’s
so rewarding seeing (their)
progress.”

Live without regrets,
Learn without borders.
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will also be prepared in pus. The group actively
fights for students with a
other places.
CONTINUED FROM A1
GVPD’s online material concealed weapons license
seminars upon request advises students to first try to be able to bring a weap
from students, faculty and to evacuate the building on on campus for their
staff members. The semi using a previously-created own safety and the safety
nars will help attendees to evacuation plan. If evacu of their fellow Lakers.
ation is not
According to article
make plans
possible, 215 of the GVSU Student
ahead
of
hiding in an Code, firearms are not al
time so that
area that is lowed on any university
they
know
both out of property or in univer
how to act
shoot sity housing. This isn’t
in the event Two places so far the
er’s
view just the case at GVSU: in
of an emer allow firearms on
and blocked total, 48 states don’t al
gency.
campus, Colorado from their low concealed weapons
“We
are
entry is the on university campuses.
encourag and Utah.
next
step. Linderman believes that
ing our stu
Finally,
if allowing concealed weap
dents to plan FORREST UNDERMAN
ahead,” De- CONCEALED CARRY PRESIDENT evacuating ons on campus could low
the area and er the chances of an active
Haan
said,
advising students to “iden hiding are not possible, shooter.
“Two places so far al
tify a plan of action before taking action against the
shooter is advised, but low firearms on campus,
a bad thing happens.”
Colorado and Utah,” Lin
If a plan isn’t estab only as a last resort.
In such a situation, a derman said. “And there
lished beforehand, most
have been no
would
people won’t know exactly person
incidences of
what to do in the event of have to go up
anyone having
the
an emergency and will just against
with
to use them."
freeze. DeHaan believes shooter
In the event
that those who make plans any object that We are
of an active
beforehand are more likely could be used
encouraging
shooter
on
as a weapon.
to “respond than react.”
campus,
if
Although it is important Although most our students
the concealed
to have plans and train classrooms and
to plan ahead. weapons rule
ing instilled at school, it offices will have
was
changed,
is advisable to have a plan something that BRANDON DEHAAN
Linderman and
in any public location. Ac can be used to GVPD CAPTAIN
others with li
cording to the study men take out an ac
censes
would
shooter,
tioned earlier, the most tive
try
to
protect
the
univer
some
students
believe
that
common place for ASEs to
occur is in the workplace, it would be better to have sity.
“I’d legally be allowed
with 37 percent of the 84 the ability to fight fire
to protect myself and those
incidents between 2000 with fire.
Forrest Linderman is around me," Linderman said.
and 2010 occurring at
For more information,
work. DeHaan hopes that the president of the student
if students can take tips to organization Students for see www.gvsu.edu/gvpd.
be prepared at school, they Concealed Carry on Cam-

GVPD
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New lab! its ArtPnze
in (rii musical calegoiy

A battle of 'wit rather than sword'
GV theater to present'Much Ado About Nothing'

[Student-composer brings audio
component to GR art competition
sails, oxen, and richly paint
ed water and skies presented
'very year for 19 days, a touching snapshot of these
ArtPrize fills the streets people and how they lived,”
i of Grand Rapids with Jansen said.
Translating that into a
<-& menagerie of art for the
-public to enjoy. This year, its piece of music, he knew he
adding live performances all wanted to find a way to in
corporate both Alten’s postaround the city.
ArtPrize brings five “busk impressionist color palette
ing stations” this year, where and the fisher folk, them
selves, he said.
' musicians can
“The idea I re
set up to play
ally started with
publicly. The sta
was that I wanted
tions are at Lyon
to create my own
Square, the Blue
style
of folk mu
I
incorporated
Bridge, St. Ceci
sic,
something
lia Music Center different
that I could imag
parking lot, St.
ine these people
Cecilia
Music tonal colors
creating,”
Jansen
Center
Presi throughout...
said.
“As
a
mir
dent’s
Room
ror for Alten’s
and Rosa Parks JOHN JANSEN
style of painting,
Circle. For the STUDENT
I
incorporated
first time in
different
tonal
event history, 166 hours of
• hve music is planned for Art- colors throughout the piece,
whether that was blurring
- Prize.
' • Listening stations will also the harmonic progression or
’be set up inside the Music changing the timbre of the
> Center, with 82 entries com instrument.”
Jansen said the process of
peting for $10,000 in cash—
- $2,000 for each of the top five taking the piece from idea to
Winners of the popular vote, finished score lasted several
who will also score $1,000 in weeks, but turning the score
•recording time at Mackinaw into a polished performance
and recording took much
Harvest Studios.
longer.
* John Jansen, a Grand ValOnce the score was in the
’ley State University transfer
'student majoring in music hands of his performers, gui
•and one of the music en tarist Jeremy Verwys and vio
trants, performed a piece in list Nate Bilton, the piece had
•ArtPrize titled “The Fisher to be rehearsed for perfor
man’s Sunrise." Jansen was mance. It was premiered at
first invited to write the piece a special event put on for the
around the end of the winter Friends of the Barbara and
semester last year in response George Gordon Art Gallery.
“Shortly after the initial
to a series of.paintings done
by Mathias J. Alten in Spain premier, I decided I definite
during the early 1900s, he ly wanted to center ArtPrize
this year and got my players
• said.
•
Alten was an American together again for a record
painter who lived in Michi ing session followed by final
gan for some time. The Bar mixing at my home studio,”
bara and George Gordon Art Jansen said.
Interested in participating
Gallery located inside GV
in
ArtPrize
since it started in
SU s Pew Campus is the per
2009, this is the first year that
manent home for his work.
“Out of all the paintings Jansen has entered.
“The ArtPrize piece really
•Alten did in Spain, I was in
encompassed
everything I
spired most by this series in
-particular, where he depicted have studied academically so
the fisher folk drawing their far and what I want to be do
living from the sea—boats, ing in the future,” he said.
BY CHANON CUMMINGS

oCCUMMINGS@LANTHORN.COM
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Modern revival: Grand Valley State University students
rehearse Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing.”
BY KARI NORTON
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM
In a battle of “wit rather than sword,” the Grand Valley State
University Shakespeare Festival’s production of Shakespeares “Much
Ado About Nothing” brings celebration after war. Running from Sept.
27 to Oct 6, the comedy features visiting professional guest artist Chris
Seiler, regional artist Gary Mitchell, GVSU students and several alumni
Guest Director and alumna Katherine Mayberry, who
starred as Hero in the festival’s first production of “Much Ado
About Nothing” in 1998, took part in bringing the play back
to GVSU’s stage for the festival’s 20th anniversary.
The play, itself, is full of age-appropriate roles and struc
tured in a way that works well combining student and profes
sional actors, Mayberry said.
“It’s a really energetic, quick-paced show that has some
thing for everyone,” she said. “It is one of Shakespeare’s com
edies, but Shakespeare’s really good about blending darker
things into his comedies. There is one part of the plot of
this play where it seems like it could turn to tragedy, except
tragedy gets narrowly averted at the last second.”

music: Midwest Skies, which features Grand Valley State University alumni who began playing music together in college,
released a new album Sept. 21. The songs reflect the experiences of the band members after college.
Sweet

“We don’t see the things that we run
into as obstacles much more as we see
he fears of attending college haunt them as opportunities to prove that we
all students. Affording tuition, still want to be playing together and that
picking a good professor or liking we don’t see ourselves as done or too old
for this,” Ykimoff said.
a roommate all come to mind. The mem
The trio began the recording amid
bers of Midwest Skies quickly received a
tragedy:
they returned to an underwater
sense of relief when the trio found them
Grand
Rapids
around the same time as
selves as roommates at Grand Valley State
the Boston Marathon bombing. “We half
University. Since then, the rest is history.
Vocalist James Johnson, guitarist Ryan heartedly joke that we left Grand Rapids
Ykimoff and drummer Josh Jones—who and the world fell apart,” Ykimoff said.
have since graduated from GVSU—felt “So a lot of the time we were watching the
the resistance that faces any new band. news on the TV in the studio...It opened
The doubts of others, however, did not us up in a new creative way to new weak
sway the determination of Midwest Skies. nesses, to new fears that we have.”
The inspiration from these moments,
The band members didn’t think it was op
position they faced, but disregard. It was as well as the moments during and fol
this disregard that fueled them to shadow lowing their college years, helped form
the songs on the album. “Wish You Were
the negativity with positivity, Jones said.
The bumps they have faced along the Here” is a thank you and send off to all the
road to their new album, “Wish You Were people who have helped the band along
Here,” which debuted Sept. 21, have de the way, the members said. The logo of the
veloped into stressful situations; however, downtown skyline helped them decide on
the album name, as the gravity of home
they brought memories along with them.
always attracts them back.

BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
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As part of the Shakespeare Festival, the live production is de
signed to help people understand and relate to Shakespeare’s work
in ways that are not as easily done through just reading the plays.
“When you have the actors’ vocal expressions and facial ex
pressions and what they’re doing with their bodies—just being
able to visualize it—it makes it much more understandable,”
Mayberry said. “When you go back to reading it you can try to
imagine that for yourself, so it’s great to see a live performance
when you’re studying Shakespeare.”
Preparation for the production has been just as much of a learn
ing experience for the cast. Justin Mackey, who plays love-struck teen
Claudio, had to decipher lines in order to find meaning in Shakespeares
words that would help in the presentation to the audience.
“We did a lot of work with studying the script to find out how
Shakespeare wanted us to speak our lines and he does tell you in
his writing through punctuation, line structure, and verse,” Mackey
said. “It’s also hard because you are forced to sort of stop acting and
just focus on the lines themselves, but it’s totally worth it when you
do start performing and you can portray your character in a clear
and strong way, which ultimately makes for a better show.”
llie plot, on the other hand, should be easier to grasp. Although
the scene is set during World War I, the love/hate relationship be
tween main characters Benedick, played by Sean Kelley, and Bea
trice, played Macey Madias, is one that people can relate to in mod
ern day, Mayberry said.
“I just think that’s such a cool thing that Shakespeare wrote into
the play, like there’s so much potential for physical comedy, and it’s
just this great situation,” Mayberry said. “I feel like it’s actually some
thing that just about anyone could relate to, it seems sort of modem,
like you could imagine that happening in a modern TV show, like it
was straight out of a sitcom.”
Apart from the production of “Much Ado About Nothing,”
there will be lectures and workshops with Shakespeare professionals
throughout the course of the festival.
“The Shakespeare Festival is something that everyone should at
tend, whether you’re a theatre enthusiast, a Shakespeare lover, or just
a fan of entertainment,” Mackey said. “There are so many things to do
that fit all interests.”
The play will take place in the Louis Armstrong Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center, and tickets are $14 for adults, $12 for fac:
ulty, staff, alumni and seniors, and $6 for students and groups of 10
or more. For more information, check out www.gvsu.edu/shakes.

Midwest Skies release new album

SPENDOWSKI @ LANTHORN.COM
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Great Prices!
NOW PICKING APPLES
Gala
McIntosh
Honey Crisp
Cortland (Friday 9/20)
Golden Supreme

“We wish we could show everyone the
pure joy we get out of going on tour and
doing shows because these people helped
us to obtain those goals,” Ykimoff said.
The new album is a reflection of the
members’ lives after college, but the new
music came with a new recording experi
ence. This was the first time each member
was able to be present for the recording,
Ykimoff said.
“In our previous two EPs, we all either
had 40-hour-week work schedules, or we
had classes when we all weren’t here so
we were never all together,” Ykimoff said.
“It was always James was alone or there
were two of us...being able to collaborate
and being able to be together, that made a
huge difference in the quality of what we
were doing.”
Their first appearances at The Pyramid
Scheme is just the beginning for these
GVSU Alumni; they are looking toward
the future and plan to keep pursuing their
dreams, but the Midwest skies will bring
them back home every time.
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Defense stands a
foundational force

SPORTS

SHORTS
Miller named GLIAC Defen
sive Athlete of the Week
Senior goalkeeper Abbey
Miller of the No. 1 Grand Valley
State University women's soccer
team has been named the GLIAC
Women's Soccer Defensive Ath
lete of the Week after posting
five shutouts to start the 2013
season.
Miller has stopped each of the
13 shots she has faced so far this
year after replacing the NCAA
Division II all-time shutout leader
Chelsea Parise, who graduated.
Parise was the only other keeper
in school history to start a season
with five consecutive shutouts.
GVSU (4-0-1) will attempt to stay
hot in the third game of its fourgame road trip against Saginaw
Valley State University on Sun
day at 2 p.m.
GV teams continue to
climb national polls
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity athletic program contin
ues to impress early in the fall
season, as four of its teams are
currently ranked in the top-10 ac
cording to the official website of
the NCAA.
The No. 1 GVSU women's
soccer team leads the way with
a 4-0-1 record to start the year.
The team is yet to surrender a
goal and is looking like an early
favorite to win the top spot in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference. GVSU also
boasts the top women's cross
country team in the nation, as
the Lakers checked in at No. 1
to start the season in the U.S.
Track & Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association, while the
men's team is listed as the No.
3 team. The No. 9 football team
appears to be the favorite in the
GLIAC early on, as the team be
gan its 2013 campaign with three
victories at home. The Lakers
have out-scored their opponents
111-49.The No. 19 volleyball team
has also garnered some recogni
tion in AVCA Division II Coaches
Poll, as the team has knocked off
three top-25 opponents on its
way to an 8-2 start.The team had
not been ranked in the top-20 for
more than two years.

BY PETE BARROWS
PBARROWS@LANTHORN.COM

Together as one: Junior Ben Hutchins, junior Darryl Pitts and sophomore Jamie Potts stand as strong forces on Grand
Valley State University’s football team. They will lead the Lakers to take on Ohio Dominican University on Saturday.

MAKING IT COUNT
Football prepares for first major GLIAC showdown

the Panthers (3-0,2-0 GLIAC).
Grand Valley State, were probably going
“It’s really going to be dictated on to be as close to full strength as we’ve ever
hen the No. 9 Grand Heath’s health and how he’s feeling and been here four weeks into the season.”
Last game, the Laker defense held their
Valley State University his ability to practice and second, on how
football team makes its he performs,” Mitchell said. “That’s why opponent under 100 rushing yards for the
first road trip of the year the practices are critical. I gotta feel like first time this year, as GVSU only allowed
he’s back
to where he was. If he’s not, then Tiffin to accumulate 87 yards on 33 carries.
on Saturday and lines up across
from
Stopping the run will be critical again
Ohio Dominican University, they’ll Isiah doesn’t have any rust and has been
for the Lakers, as Ohio Dominican was
playing well, so you go with Grimes.”
essentially be looking into a mirror.
The other major injury on the offen able to rack up 395 yards in last year’s
After three games, both teams sport 3-0
sive
side of the ball was suffered by junior matchup, a 46-41 win by GVSU.
records - the only 3-0 teams in the GLIAC
running back Chris Robinson. Robin
“Our team is very talented,” said ju
- but the similarities don’t end there.
Both programs have posted similar son suffered a concussion in the contest nior defensive end Matt Mosley. “With
averages in the three games they played. against Truman State and sat out last us, it’s just if you do your job, we will
Points per game (GVSU 37, ODU 36), week’s game. However, Mitchell expects be very successful. We have so much
individual talent and depth that it
points allowed per game (GVSU 16, ODU him to be ready to go this week.
Robinson, along with fellow run makes the whole team play better.”
19) first downs (GVSU 21, ODU 20.7),
This weekend’s matchup features
rushing yards (GVSU 234, ODU 221.3), ning backs junior Michael Ratay and
two
of the three remaining unde
sophomore
Kirk
Spencer,
expect
to
and rushing yards allowed (GVSU 131.7,
feated teams in the GLIAC (Michi
ODU 132.7) are just a few stats that show share carries this weekend.
Defensively, GVSU has had a litany of gan Tech is 2-0). While it’s only week
case how identical the two teams are.
According to GVSU head coach injuries to deal with in the early portion four, this game has GLIAC implica
Matt Mitchell, the similarities between of its schedule, but besides missing junior tions. However, the players aren’t let
the two schools run deeper than num defensive end Matt Judon (tom ACL), ting that distract them.
Club sports teams to com
“Every game we play as a big game,”
bers: the two programs share almost the Lakers expect everyone to be ready to
pete this weekend
senior center Matt Armstrong said.
play on the defensive side of the ball.
identical schemes and philosophies.
The Division II and Division
“Were looking pretty healthy’’ Mitch “We try to be ready for every game,
“There’s a lot of similarities,” MitchIII hockey teams are scheduled
ell said. “A couple guys who missed last and we try to treat each opponent
and.
“On
the
offensive
side
of
the
to play Friday>end Saturday.£fta
, they run a lot of zonfrdn game. week, we’re getting back on the defensive equal and we play and look at it as a
soccer team will host Fafis Sffife.
^
They
use the run gahie to set up play- side of the ball. As much as we can be at championship conference game.” J: n
University, and the baseball team
action
pass. Defensively, they play a
will take part in the Spartan Invi
tational. GVSU rugby will also
lot of four-down front and happen to
host Ferris State.
get good linebacker play and good run
The Laker women's rugby support. The formula is not too dis
team travels to take on Ferris
similar from what we believe in too.”
State, and the soccer team will
37.0
POINTS PER GAME
36.0
One of the differences between
take a trip to play Eastern Michi
16.3
POINTS
PER
GAME
ALLOWED
19.0
the two teams is that one knows who
gan University.
21.3
FIRST
DOWNS
PER
GAME
20.7
will be their starting quarterback
“ 234.0
RUSHING AVERAGE
221.3
this weekend. As of now, that team
is not GVSU (3-0, 1-0 GLIAC).
GLIAC
131.7
RUSHING AVERAGE ALLOWED
132.7
Heath Parting is still dealing with his
260.7
PASSING AVERAGE
253.3
shoulder injury. The junior quarterback
184.7
PASSING AVERAGE ALLOWED
267.0
practiced and threw for the first time this
W. TENNIS
494.7
TOTAL
OFFENSE
AVERAGE
474.7
week since the 38-17 season-opening win
Friday vs.TBD 8 a.m.
316.3
TOTAL OFFENSE AVERAGE ALLOWED
399.7
over Azusa Pacific University. Mitchell
Saturday vs.TBD 8 a.m.
expects to make a decision sometime af
Sunday vs.TBD 8 a.m.
10/29.2
PUNTS/NET AVERAGE ALLOWED
15/36.0
ter Thursday’s practice on whether it will
22/64.0
PENALTIES/YPG
22/68.7
W. SOCCER
be Parling or junior quarterback Isiah
28:47
TIME OF POSSESSION
28:58
Friday at Saginaw Valley
Grimes who will lead the offense against
2 p.m.
Sunday at Northwood 12
V O L 1. E \ B A L L
p.m.
BY BRYCE DEROUIN

SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
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TALE OF THE TAPE

SCHEDULE

VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Malone 7 p.m.
Saturday at Walsh 2 p.m.
FOOTBALL
Saturday at Ohio Domini
can 12 p.m.
SOFTBALL
Saturday vs. Kalamazoo
Valley CC 12 p.m.
Saturday vs. Kalamazoo
Valley CC 2 p.m.
Sunday at Valparaiso 1
p.m.
Sunday at IPFW 3 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at Roy Griak
Invite 1 p.m.

W. GOLF
Saturday - Gilda's Club
Laker Fall Invite
Sunday - Gilda's Club
Laker Fall Invite

W. LACROSSE
Sunday at Marquette 9
a.m. (Wis.)
Sunday at Cincinnati 10
a.m. (Wis.)
Sunday at Marquette 12
p.m. (Wis.)
Sunday at Cincinnati 12:30
p.m. (Wis.)

M. GOLF
Sunday at Great Lakes
Region Fall Invite
Monday at Great Lakes
Region Fall Invite ______

Lending a helping hand

Cliches are a dime-a-dozen, idi
oms should only be used once in a
blue moon, adages are mere rules
of thumb, and yet all exist in some
founding basis of function.
For Grand Valley State Univer
sity soccer, one cliche has been
put to the test year-in and yearout. One idiom in particular has
been proven to be representative
more often than not. It’s an ad
age that might be appropriately
hung in the Laker locker room ^s
an equivalent to the famed Not^e
Dame ‘play like a champion today’
plaque.
That truth is that defense wins
championships.
•
“I think it starts back when,I
startH g
ed my
«
tenure
;
here,

*iv‘n* I think it starts
the kids
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GV propelled by GRCC transfer's vast abilities
BY JAY BUSHEN
ASSISTANTSPORTS @
LANTHORN.COM

The No. 19 Grand Valley
State University women’s vol
leyball team has found a se
cret weapon in the form of a
transfer student from Grand
Rapids Community College.
Junior setter Kaitlyn Wolters is proving to be a catalyst
for GVSU (8-2, 2-0 GLIAC)
this season, as the team is off
to a fast start with a new fa
cilitator running its offense.
Head coach Deanne Scanlon
said opponents will have to ac
count for an added dimension
that Wolters brings to the table.
“A lot of it is the way that
she releases the ball,” Scanlon
said. “It’s very quick out of her
hands. The blockers on the
other side of the net have a very
short period of time to react
and respond to what they see.”
Wolters
transferred
to
GVSU after leading GRCC to
an NJCAA Division II National
Championship in 2012. She not
only earned NJCAA All-Ameri
can honors, but was also named
the most valuable player in the

national tournament in addi
tion to being named to the AllTournament Team.
She said she will never
forget the feeling of being a
national champion.
“It was a rush... almost
surreal,” she said. “It was a
great accomplishment.”
Part of the reason she was so
successful at the junior college
level was due to the chemistry she
had with an outside hitter for the
Raiders who also made the AllTournament Team: her identical
twin sister, Kourtney Wolters.
“Kourtney was my go to
person,” Kaitlyn said. “She al
ways wanted the best for me and
would always pick me up when
I had a bad day. It’s hard adjust
ing now without her here.”
Kourtney ultimately end
ed up playing club volleyball
at Western Michigan Uni
versity this fall. Scanlon said
she later tried to recruit her,
but the twins decided to go
in different directions.
Without her sister, Kait
lyn has still been able to ad
just and immediately make a
difference for GVSU.

It has not taken Wolters long
to prove herself at the NCAA
Division II level, as the GLIAC
named her the North Division
Player of the Week less than two
weeks into the 2013 season. Her
9.76 assists per set currently rank
as the fifth most in the GLIAC.
Sophomore outside hitter
Betsy Ronda said Wolters’ style
of play has helped fuel the team’s
six-game winning streak.
“She knows when to switch
it up and knows what plays to
make,” Ronda said. “She’s cool,
calm and collected, and has ob
viously had a big impact on our
team and our success so for.”
GVSU is starting to lode like
the team to beat in the GLIAC af
ter upsetting three top-25 ranked
opponents in its first 10 games.
On Friday, Wolters record
ed a game-high 28 assists to
go with 10 digs in the team’s
victory at home over Hillsdale
College. She followed up that
performance on Saturday with
a 51-assist outing in a five-set
victory over Northwood Uni
versity, adding 16 digs and six
kills. The Timberwolves had
been picked to finish first in
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Advanced skills: Setter Kaitlyn Wolters uses her experience
from GRCC to lead the Laker volleyball team to victory.
the 2013 GLIAC Volleyball
Preseason Coaches’ Poll.
When asked if she would
be able to help bring a national
championship to Allendale,
Wolters did not hesitate.
“I believe in this team,”

she said.
The team seeks to continue
its winning streak on the road
this weekend as it travels to Ohio
to take on Malone University on
Friday at 7 p.m. and Walsh Uni
versity on Saturday at 2 p.m.
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a con back when
sistent I started my
message
that de- tenure here.
fe n s e
wins DAVE DILANNI
cham- HEAD COACH
pionships—that’s a philosophy and
a tradition,” GVSU coach Dave
Dilanni said. “I think everyone
wants goals, and it’s the nature of
our sport that there’s not always $s
many goals as fans would like, bqt
if you can’t defend and keep the
ball out of the net, it’s almost im
possible to win the big games.”
And if the philosophy’s not
broke, why fix it?
During Dilanni’s tenure, the num
bers are staggering—particularly of
late. Dating back to 2010, the Lakers
have out-fired opponents by 1,239
shots and put 681 more on goal all
while out-scoring foes by 215 goals.
In 60 of their last 80 games, GVSU
has recorded a shutout, a 75 per
cent clip, and
five
games
into the 2013
the
season,
Lakers have
not allowed a
single goal.
the
“In
past,
you
would
see
partial commitment as a
team to defend,” Dilanni said. “The
defenders would obviously be de
fending, but we wouldn’t necessarily
have all 10 players defending. This
year I think there’s been a lot more
awareness to help each other out.”
Playing a centerback-by-committee rotation composed of seniors
Kayla Kimble and Taylor Callen and
sophomore Katy Woolley, with se
nior Tayler Ward and junior Juane
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Hartigan finishes second, team takes seventh in opening meet
BY TATI BAKER

the Lakers with a first round
score of 75 (3).
"I thought Hartigan had
he Grand Valley State
a
strong
showing in her first
University womens golf
team didn’t have to wait tournament of the year,”
Mailloux said. "She was able
long to get another shot at the
teams they failed to beat in last to settle in early and really
spring's NCAA Super Regional. go after every hole, which is
, The Lakers faced off against key to her success*
On the second day of the
the likes of Ashland University,
Ferris State University, the Uni tournament, GVSU struggled
versity of Findlay and a number to escape the middle of the
of other teams in the University pack, eventually finishing sixth
among the field of 18 teams.
of Indianapolis Fall Invitational.
“I thought it was a decent
“It was basically a preview
first
tournament for us,” Har
of the golf course and teams
we are going to face later tigan said. “We didn’t neces
down the road in super re- sarily play our best golf, but
gfonals,” head coach Rebecca it’s just the first event of the
Mailloux said. “It’s always a season, so there’s going to be
benefit to get experience at a room for improvement.”
Hartigan continued her
course that you will play at
strong play with a second
again later in the season.”
Through the first round round score of 74 (2), which
of the invitational, GVSU sat put her in position for her
in seventh place with a total fifth individual victory of
team score of 317, 11 strokes her Laker career. She went
behind Ferris State (306). on to a one-hole playoff
Junior Kelly Hartigan led against Ali Green of Ashland
TBAKER® LANTHORN COM

T

and eventually would bogey were intimidating, especial
the hole, finishing second on ly playing against the cali
the individual leader board.
ber of talent that we were
"I knew during the sec up against,” Gielow said.
ond day of the tournament “After a couple of holes, I
that I was putting myself was comfortable and 1 felt
in position to win the indi like I had a decent outing
vidual
tourna
for my first in
ment," Hartigan
vitational this
said.
“Unfortu
year.”
nately, on the
The Lakers
playoff hole, I It's always a
now set their
hit the bunker
sights on this
just off the fair benefit to get
weekend when
way which set me experience at they host the
back. Overall, I’m
Gilda’s
Club
happy with my a course...
Laker Fall In
performance.”
REBECCA MAILLOUX vite at Meadows
Freshmen Julie HEAD COACH
Golf Club.
Guickan and Brit“It’s always
ni Gielow quickly
an
advantage
adapted to the college game when we play at the Mead
as they posted scores of 159 ows,” Mailloux said. “It’s
and 167. The Laker coaches where everyone is most
said they strongly believe comfortable. Everyone re
this year’s freshman class will ally enjoys the course. It’s a
have a big impact on the team main reason why these girls
have come to GVSU to play Stroke of luck: Junior Kelly Hartigan, a leader on the Laker
throughout the season.
line-up, watches her ball after a swing at a recent tournament.
“The first couple of holes golf ”
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Private Entrances
& Patios
Vaulted Ceilings
Open Floor Plans
Built-In Bookcases
Air Conditioning
Cable & Internet Ready
Furniture Packages
Available

apartments
Now leasing studio,
one and two bedroom
ground-level apartments
that look and feel like
condos!

Gym Membership

www.pineridge-apartments.com
Onsite Laundry Facilities

SOCCER

24-Hour Emergency
Maintenance
Flexible Lease Terms
choose from 2-12 months
www.pineridge-apartments.com
2790 Pineridge pr. NW • Walker, Ml 49534

Pet Friendly
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Laker

Grand Valley State University players evade an attack from a team they played ^
earlier this season. The Lakers have been recognized for their strong defense this season.
communicating and staying organized has be42
really helping us, from tucking people in to woii£
CONTINUED FROM A7
ing together. I think that’ll be key for the rest of tRe
Odendaal typically book-ending the starting line season, too.”
and senior Sam Decker, junior Alyssa Wesly and
The results since 2010, like the numbers, speak
freshman Clare Carlson playing on call, depth has for themselves, starting with the back-to-back tfi
been a major component of the scoreless equation.
ties won in 2009 and 2010, as the Lakers finished
So has time. Between Ward, Callen and Kimble, second and third in 2011 and 2012, respectively.
almost 14,000-minutes, about equivalent to nine A strong defense does.not necessitate champij
days, have been logged cumulatively on the pitch.
onship results^ but with a greener, more anemic
“A lot of us have played together for a while offensive front that hasn’t yet been forced to play
now so we have developed that chemistry on from behind and might not be ready to, a strong,
the field, which plays a big factor when teams united defensive back hasn’t been more impera
only get off a few shots a game,” Kimble said.
tive to GVSU’s success in years.
With many of the Laker defenders playing
“Were very young up-front, and its going to
relatively equal minutes, there’s little separa take time for us to be able to gel and get consistency
tion between rotation combinations, which up front,” Dilanni said. “We have lots of talent, but
are based primarily by in-game match-ups and it’s just going to take time and the nature of the sport
weekly practices and kept optimally fresh.
is that offense generally comes later than defense.
“I think we’ve started 16 different players this We’ve been very vocal about our upperclassmen in
year, which is unbelievable,” Dilanni said. “I’ve the back being more consistent from the very be
never, ever done that before.”
ginning to allow our young kids to
When senior keeper Abbey
come around Were not going to play
Miller, who has made saves on all 13
scared but were going to play tight”
shots she’s seen this year, was named
As GVSU’s hellacious season
GLIAC Womens Soccer Defensive
opening road trip rolls into Sag
Athlete of the week, it came to the A lot of us
inaw Valley State and Northwood
surprise of no one. After all, the have played
universities this weekend before
awarding committee doesn’t penal
the Lakers make their return home
ize candidates for receiving a little together for a
to play Malone on Oct. 4, a new
help from friends.
shutout streak rests at five games,
while now...
“Abbey has done exceptionally
waiting to be preserved. It’s become
well this season,” Kimble said. “Her KAYLA KIMBLE
a tradition for GVSU soccer, hand
being very vocal and such a strong SENIOR
ed down from squad to squad and
rock in the back for us, it’s a huge re
worthy of defending. A tradition, a
lief for us backs to know she’s behind us if some philosophy, a cliche that defines a program.
thing were to happen.”
“Certainly there’s a philosophy, but then
As talented and decorated as many of the back you have to have all 11 players bought in to
line defenders are—and they are both—it takes an that philosophy,” Dilanni said. “I think there’s
entire roster to effectively play the brand of suf also been enough of a legacy that each de
focating and technically sound defense distinct to fender and each team wants to one-up the
GVSU soccer. In a game divided into miniature team that just finished. In that way, the histo
battles to be won across the field, playing on the ry and the tradition (of defense) helps us out,
too. There’s competition at every spot, and I
same page is crucial.
“Defending starts up top with the attacking think that pushes our girls to be better.”
players and must be played as a unit,” Callen said.
“If things break down and the ball does get in,
On the move:
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Don't call it a comeback;
Bowling Club looks to reinvent, reinvigorate with new players ;■
BY AUTUMN BURIN

their bowling skills. He also suggests for the more hesitant:
was a waste of their time if they had no chance of winning.”
However, that is all about to change with the help and prospective participants to come see what a college-level.,
n an average evening at the Spectrum Lanes bowling dedication of head coach Mike Eaton.
bowling team looks like.
alley, the top 40 hits playing over the loudspeaker
“That’s the way we are going to try and get some players t
“(Eaton) is very well-experienced and is really trying
are drowned out by the chatter of avid bowlers. The to get the bowling program going,” club member Bridget this year,” Eaton said.
resounding crash of the ball striking the perfectly-placed
Eaton is already the coach of a high school^
Maul said. “The bowling program would not
program. He was tired of his athletes not be? pins is always followed by an exclamation of enthusiasm, exist and would be way too much money with
and among the diverse crowd there is a new group of bowl out him.”
ing able to bowl competitively at GVSU. They _
would either have to sacrifice the education
ers—somewhat new, that is.
Eaton is an owner of the bowling alley
they wanted or their bowling career, so he de-.
The Grand Valley State University club bowling team where the team practices, so he is easily acces
The athletes
has been reinstated.
cided to reinvent the program that he always
sible whenever they need bowling advice.
dreamed of athletes being able to have in col- „
Although they haven’t had any competitions are excited
In years past, GVSU’s bowling team has been low-key,
focusing more on having fun than competing. This phi yet, Maul is nervous but excited to get the ball about getting
lege.
“Kids need to understand this is a competi-0
losophy brought ups and downs for the program and its rolling.
tive program,” he said. “We can go out and beat v
previous members.
“Right now we are working on breaking bad competitive...
some other universities and accomplish some-*,“The bowling team was a big powerhouse in the col habits as well as teaching new people and try
MIKE EATON
thing and have fun doing it.”
legiate bowling scene about 5 years ago,” former team cap ing to get people to join,” Maul said.
HEAD COACH
Although it has a long way to go, the GVSU
Eaton is also excited for the revival of the
tain Aaron Ohl said. “With an incoming of freshman tal
bowling team is going to great lengths to start
ent and a few experienced upperclass bowlers on the team, bowling team. He said that for this first year,
his goal is to recruit and retain enough students to develop something big. The revised bowling team will focus on
there was great anticipation for what we could do.”
giving aspiring young bowlers the chance to carry on„
Unfortunately, many of the bowlers transferred after the program.
“And to not be embarrassed, that would be a goal for their bowling career through college.
that first year to Davenport University due to its competi
“The athletes are excited about getting competitive and,,
tive bowling program.
this year, something to start with,” Eaton said.
Eaton wants the team to be proud of their involve getting started right off the back,” Eaton said. “It’s still not
“This left the team in a very bad spot,” Ohl said. “Many
athletes decided not to continue on the team since they felt it ment with the team and to have the chance to improve too late to join the program.”
ABURIN@LANTHORN.COM
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Full steam ahead: The Grand Valley State University rowing team carries its boat to land. The novice team looks
to start off on the right foot with its first competition Saturday.
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school and masters crews alike.
The Grand River Challenge will serve as
hen the novice men of Grand Valley a trial run for a squad that features multiple
State University’s Rowing Club take competitors who have only been rowing for
to the water this weekend, they’ll a mere four weeks. The Lakers will use this
weekend to attempt to smooth out the rip
be without every single one of their rowers
from last year’s roster. But isn’t that always ples that are bound to come from a new crew
of rowers working together.
the case?
“This weekend will be many of the guys’
GVSU Rowing, like many other collegiate
sports, features two levels of competition— first regatta, so it’s all about showing them the
a varsity team and a junior varsity team. The ropes,” Hiner said. “It will be their first chance
rowing world, however, refers to junior varsity to row on a real race course. I expect that we’ll
teams as “novices.” The 2013 novice rowers do great at this regatta and that we’ll continue
for GVSU are, like most other years, inexperi to get faster throughout the year.”
GVSU hopes to have the kinks worked out
enced, yet positively brimming with potential.
The roster is filled from top to bottom by Oct. 21 when it heads to East Lansing to
with freshmen—only seven of whom have race in-state rival Michigan State University.
prior rowing experience. One such athlete Slightly farther down the road looms Nov 2.,
is freshman Rob Hiner, who rowed competi marking an equally-important match against
tively for four years in high school at Ann the University of Michigan in Ypsilanti.
According to novice coach Hugh McKArbor Pioneer. As Hiner pointed out, rowing
for a novice squad provides challenges not eegan, the attrition rate for GVSU novice
rowing is rather high from year-to-year. He
usually faced in collegiate athletics.
“It’s been a little slow relearning the basics estimates that if the fall season opens with a
of rowing with the rest of the team,” Hiner group of 30 to 40 men, only six to eight will
said. “It required a bit of patience at first, but remain four years down the river. Regard
now that everyone has learned the basics, we less, McKeegan calls all athletes to give it a
shot, citing that it’s still not too late in the
can start moving faster.”
The first chance to showcase their improve season to join with a group of men who he
ment will come on Saturday as the novice Lak believes have winning potential.
“We’ve got a lot of good size and power,
er squad is slated to participate in the Grand
River Challenge—an annual regatta hosted by and they’re really starting to gel and work
the Grand Rapids Rowing Club. Rather than well as a team,” McKeegan said. “I’m excited
competing strictly against other collegiate to work with this group. They love to work
novice teams, GVSU will race against high hard and get better every day."
BY ADAM KNORR

AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM
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Expert Care
Right on Campus
Discover the Metro Health difference at the
GVSU Campus Health Center and right down
the road at Metro Health Allendale. Our two
convenient sites offer a wide range of services
to meet all your health care needs.

• Same-day appointments when you’re sick
• Online scheduling, prescriptions...
even email your doctor
• Physical therapy, X-ray, STD testing and lab
• We bill insurance
Visit metrohealth.net
for details on each office.

GVSU Campus
Health Center

Metro Health
Allendale

(616) 252-6030

(616) 252-3900

Metro Health

Your Health. Our Passion.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

BUY /SELL /TRADE
HOUSING
Plaza Towers - Call
(616H76-33QQ for more
information on Plaza Tower
Apartments located Down
town.

Announcements
Don't forget to get your
QVSU Parking Permits for
the 2013-2014 school year!
Log on to
www.gvsu.edu/Darking for all
your parking questions and
to place your permit order.
Don't delay...Order today!
Events

HOUSING
The Lofts -1 & 2 bedroom
apartments less than a mile
from the downtown campus.

S

(6161-234-0100-

DVSU Farmers Market every
Wednesday in September.
30-1:30 p.m. Allendale Cam
pus Lot H. Visit
yvww.qvsu.edu/farmersmarket for directions and more.

Hey! Looking to sublease! 48
west, apartment style B. I live
with three softball players.
Fully furnished, very nice and
also you can purchase my
furniture for a very cheap
price! Rent $440 includes
free parking pass!
HOUSING
Highland Place Apartments Studio and 1 bedroom
apartments designed with
comfort and style!

&161-234-Q1QQ.
Looking for subleaser for
Winter 2014. Townhouse in
Campus
View,
rent
445/month including furniture
rental. For more information,
contact
me
at
philleli@mail.gvsu.edu

Health
Metro Health - Expert care
fight on campus! GVSU's
Campus Health Center. Call
(6161-252-6030 for more
information or appointments.

SUBLEASE
I am subleasing my brand
new Copper Beech apart
ment. I will pay your Septem
ber month and reimburse the
sublease fee if you can take
over this lease September
6th.... it’s an
individual lease so you have
nothing to worry about when
it come to money you pay on
your own time. Rent is $427
including the water. It’s also
a basement room so you
have an extra living room
space, if you are still looking
please contact me asap.
cuevasio@mail.avsu.edu

Housing
HOUSING
48 West - Now leasing for
the 2014-2015 school year!
Call (6161-895-2400 for more
Information.
HOUSING
Pineridge Apartments has
ground level apartments that
look and feel like condos!
Ideally located between Al
lendale and Grand Rapids.

(616H53-7999-

Entertainment
EVENTS
Get discounted tickets to a
Grand Raggidy Roller Girls
Roller Derby game with your
student I.D! Visit
111 .Qr-rollergirls.com for
more information.

classifieds@lanthorn.com

ROOMMATES
Hey everyone, my 4
roommates and I are looking
for a fifth roommate to live
with us at our house in
downtown GR off of Garfield
street. We’re 4
business majors / seniors
and have a husky puppy. We
would prefer to live with an
other guy, but all inquires are
welcome. Shoot me an email
at
AndrewZzack@gmail.com if
you’d be interested, and
include a bit about yourself,
as for us were pretty laid
back, like to have a good
time but also hard workers.

FRIENDS
WITH

LIVE IT
UP LAKER

"LIKE US ON

Oace&ooA

Uantliorn

cAMPUS

VIEW

Details
5 BR
2.5 Bath
400 a month Utilities

A coMMUMITY

Roommates
ROOMMATES
Female roommate needed
for 2br apartment at Lake
Michigan Drive Apts. Cur
rently just me (22yo female)
and my dog (5yo cavalier
king Charles spaniel, super
adorable). Looking for a
clean, studious, chill room
mate who is okay with having
a dog. $400 per month, email: richarcl@mail.gvsu.edu
if
interested

Grand Valley Shakespeare Festival Presents

SUBMIT

m m

m m mm mm m a mm m m mm am

C3/C

William Shakespeare's

I

Which Wdo
Wbout Nothing
OirwT. ibyKjihivint Miyborry

Louis Armstrong Theatre
Performing Arts Center, Allendale Campus
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THE CAR, BUT IS THERE ANY CHANCE OF
NEGOTIATION DESPITE THE FACT MY WIFE JUST
WARNED ME "WE’RE NOT LEAVING WITHOUT IT?
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I KNOW YOU'RE ASKING TWENTY-ONE FOR
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Just Like Cats &■ Dogs
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LAFF-A-DAY
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.

“Was it merely a bad day at the office... or have
you stopped and looked in the garage?"

MAGIC MAZE
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HOCUS-FOCUS
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BY
HENRY BOLTINOFF
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Find the listed words in the diagram They run m all directions
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.

Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word
(ex. HAGNEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from
any marked ( V ) letter stnng as each unscrambles into more than one
word (ex V RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ). Fit each
string s word either across or down to knot all twelve strings together.

Bag
Biscuit
Caddy
Cert

For two
Garden
Kettle
Parlor

Party
Pots
Room
Service

O 2013 King FMturw Synd . Inc.

Sat
Shop
Towel
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